
 

 

 
 

Items confiscated from Prisoners during 2012   
 

Item Amount 

Cigarettes and alcohol 0 

Hooch 1 

Not returned medication and none prescribed medication 
 
Not returned medication is medication that has been prescribed by a doctor 
and course not finished and not returned. 
 
None prescribed medication is when prisoner is found in possession with 
medication that has not been prescribed to them. 

 

3  
finds during the course of 
the year - amounts 
unknown as not recorded 
in that level of detail  

(Drugs) Are recorded as unknown substances - for example 
 brown substance, white substance, tablet 

0  
finds during the course of 
the year 

Total finds during 2012 
 
4 

 

Items confiscated from Prisoners during 2013   
 

Item Amount 

Cigarettes and alcohol 0 

Hooch 1 

Not returned medication and none prescribed medication 

9 
finds during the course of 
the year - amount 
unknown as not recorded 
in that level of detail  

(Drugs) Are recorded as unknown substances - for example 
 brown substance, white substance, tablet 

0 
finds during the course of 
the year   

Total finds during 2013 
10 

 

Items confiscated from Prisoners during 2014   
 

Item Amount 

Cigarettes and alcohol 0 

Hooch 3 

Not returned medication and none prescribed medication 

11 
finds during the course of 
the year - amount 
unknown as not recorded 
in that level of detail  

(Drugs) Are recorded as unknown substances - for example 
 brown substance, white substance, tablet 

0 
finds during the course of 
the year   

Total finds during 2014 
14 
 

 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 

Items confiscated from Prisoners during 2015   
 

Item Amount 

Cigarettes and alcohol 0 

Hooch 0 

Not returned medication and none prescribed medication 

16 
finds during the course of 
the year - amount 
unknown as not recorded 
in that level of detail  

(Drugs) Are recorded as unknown substances - for example 
 brown substance, white substance, tablet 

5 
finds during the course of 
the year   

Total finds during 2015 
21 
 

 
 

Items confiscated from Prisoners during 2016   
 

Item Amount 

Cigarettes and alcohol 0 

Hooch 3 

Not returned medication and none prescribed medication 

6 
finds during the course of 
the year - amount 
unknown as not recorded 
in that level of detail  

(Drugs) Are recorded as unknown substances - for example 
 brown substance, white substance, tablet 

3 
finds during the course of 
the year   

Total finds during 2016 
12 
 

 

Items confiscated from Prisoners during 2017   
From January 1st – 9th August  

 

Item Amount 

Cigarettes and alcohol 0 

Hooch 1 

Not returned medication and none prescribed medication 

2 
finds during the course of 
the year - amount 
unknown as not recorded 
in that level of detail  

(Drugs) Are recorded as unknown substances - for example 
 brown substance, white substance, tablet 

0 
finds during the course of 
the year   

Total finds during 2017 
3 

 


